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Oh hello….Our favourite Port Fairy Family are back again at the Wetlands. The 

swans in Southcombe Park and Russell Clark wetlands both have clutches of cygnets. The 

males are understandably protective, so please give them space to avoid clashes with   

children and dogs.  
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Welcome to our new editor of the Newsletter, Monica Sammon, who has volun-
teered to take on this important role from our inaugural editor Maggie Currie who is 
retiring from the Committee of Management. After editing the Newsletter with 
Maureen Joyce and then by herself when Maureen moved to Adelaide, Maggie’s  
editorship of the Newsletter has given U3A Port Fairy a striking identity within the 
local community and beyond. Through Maggie’s creative vision the Newsletter is  
always lively,  accessible, entertaining, informative and quirky with an attractive    
lay-out and design. During this transition period Maggie will assist Monica and her 
team and will continue to be available for support and advice. The U3A Port Fairy 
Newsletter will evolve  under Monica’s editorial direction as it should and the      
Committee thanks her for accepting this important role and for coming onto the   
Committee of Management.  

 

Since 2018, when we first conceived of a U3A for Port Fairy, Maggie Currie has been 
vital to its growth, success and its friendly, welcoming culture. She has been a      
member of the Committee of Management as Vice President, the coordinator of                      
Communications and Planning and Newsletter editor. She is a person of wonderful    
ideas, creative flair and has a huge commitment to ensuring U3A flourishes in this    
community. There will be opportunities to thank Maggie publicly at our end-of year 
events, including our party for members on 30 November at the Bowling Club.   

 

Last week Sue Goy and I represented U3A Port Fairy at the State Conference in      
Bendigo. This event brought together many U3A members throughout Victoria. 
Gerard Mansour, the Commissioner for Senior Victorians opened the conference and 
spoke about the vital role U3As play in providing meaning and purpose for older    
people. In his research during the COVID years he found that the health and            
well-being of many seniors  deteriorated, yet U3As found innovative ways to        
maintain   social well-being and a sense of connectedness for their members. 

 

Our U3A is part of a national and international movement, with over 100,00 members 
in Australia and nearly 40,000 in Victoria.  U3As began in Melbourne in 1984 and 
evolved following the British model of self-help, with teaching and learning across a 
wide range of subject areas determined by members’ interests and willingness to 
lead courses and activities.  Research shows that physical, social and intellectual      
activity  enriches and  prolongs peoples’ lives.  

 

Like all U3As a major challenge for our Committee of Management is to ensure we 
have a program of social, physical and recreational activities offering mental          
stimulation and pleasure, appropriate for our members. For this we depend on our 
team of volunteer course leaders and coordinators. We need to renew our course 
offerings each year and we are currently preparing our 2023 program. Please let us 
know in the next few weeks whether you can help by coordinating or leading a new 
course or activity in Semester 1 or 2 2023.  Speak to one of the committee members 
and we can support you in  developing your ideas or put you in touch with others 
who may be interested in the topic or activity. We need to include a range of courses 
– some that are new and other that are ongoing so that our U3A continues to flourish 
for the benefit of all our  members!  

Kate Donelan 
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LET’S CELEBRATE! 
   Finally, we can get together! 

You’re all invited to join us at the U3A end of year party. 
 

 

When: 30 November 2022. 

Time 4-6 pm 

Where: Port Fairy Bowls Club, Bowls Court 

Finger food will be provided. 

Drinks at bar prices. 

 

Our U3A Port Fairy Choir will be performing  

a short selection of songs. 

 

 

Please RSVP by 10 November for catering purposes to 

u3aportfairy@gmail.com 
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Meet Your Committee Member  - Monica Sammon 

How long have you lived in Port Fairy and where have you come 

from? 

“I moved from West Brunswick to Port Fairy in November 2019 and then 

Covid happened, so that was not ideal.  I have lived here previously.”  

What inspired you to join the U3A Committee? 

“I have recently stopped working as a physiotherapist and I want to keep 

learning. I want to meet people with whom I can share ideas and                

stimulating conversation. I volunteered to do the newsletter to help U3A” 

What is one of the best holidays you have had? 

“I have travelled extensively throughout my life, including many walking and 

biking holidays.  I  really enjoy travelling and meeting people from all over the 

world and varied walks of life. I have fond memories of visiting Central Asia,   

including Iran and it makes me very sad to read of what is  occurring there right 

now.” 

What is something people may not know about you?  

“Someone, somewhere said: “If you change the way you look at things; the 

things you look at change” I try to remember this—difficult at times.” 

Maggie Currie has compiled the U3A Newsletter since the inception of U3A Port 

Fairy. Monica now has really big shoes to fill because Maggie did such an     

amazing job, so can you please help her by sending in contributions, no matter 

how small.  
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Monica enjoying a beverage. 

Maggie patiently waiting for hers.  

News About the Mask  - Kate Donelan 

Thank you for your cooperation with wearing a mask during indoor U3A classes since the start of Semester 
2. We know that at a time of high COVID infections mask wearing helps protect your own health and that of 
our U3A community. Thank you to members who contacted me expressing their views on the mask wearing       
policy.   
   The Committee of Management has now reviewed the Semester 2 mask policy and decided that wearing a 
mask is no longer a requirement.  However, with COVID still active in the community and new outbreaks       
expected, we do remain concerned for the safety of members as a more vulnerable demographic, and we 
strongly recommend you consider wearing a mask indoors, particularly in courses with larger numbers of     
participants. 
   We have appreciated your good will and your efforts to communicate clearly with each other this Semester 
in spite of the restrictions of mask wearing. We thank Course Leaders for facilitating COVID-safety 
measures and ensuring rooms are well ventilated and that the air purifier in PF Community House is used.     
   To inform your individual decision about wearing a mask you may like to read this article from experts at 
the Burnett Institute summarising the current COVID risks: 
https://theconversation.com/imagining-covid-is-like-the-flu-is-cutting-thousands-of-lives-short-its-time-to-
wake-up-190545 
   In line with our COVID-Safety policy we ask that you do not come to class if you feel unwell, especially if 
you have a cough, a temperature or respiratory symptoms or if you have had recent close contact with a 
COVID case. We also ask members to keep up to date with COVID vaccines as they become available.  

https://theconversation.com/imagining-covid-is-like-the-flu-is-cutting-thousands-of-lives-short-its-time-to-wake-up-190545
https://theconversation.com/imagining-covid-is-like-the-flu-is-cutting-thousands-of-lives-short-its-time-to-wake-up-190545


 

 

 

Ecology of South West Victoria: Wet Heathland      John Miller 

Most appropriately our exploration of the ecology of Wet Heathlands at Mt Richmond in September 

was a pretty wet and blustery affair. Our brave ecologists not only had to contend with the inclement 

weather but also predation by an army of hungry leeches. But, 

being stout souls, we soldiered on and were rewarded with an 

array of vibrant wildflowers, Grasstrees and croaking frogs that 

call the wet heathlands home.  

But, in case you were wondering….the majority of leeches live in 

freshwater habitats but some can be found in   

terrestrial or marine environments. The best-

known species, such as the medicinal leech,       

Hirudo medicinalis, are hematophagous (eat blood), attaching themselves to a host 

with a sucker and feeding on blood, having first secreted the peptide hirudin to prevent 

the blood from clotting. Leech eggs are enclosed in a cocoon which in terrestrial        

species, is often concealed under a log, in a crevice or buried in damp soil. Almost seven 

hundred species of leech are currently recognised, of which some hundred are marine, 

ninety   terrestrial and the remainder freshwater (Dr Google, October 2022).  

                                          Photo—Climbing Sundew Thanks to Sue Knudsen  

3 Weeks of Knitting                            Maggie Currie and Sue Knudsen. 

In only three sessions, we made amazing progress on a number of  knitted items. Look 

closely and you will see these delicate woollen articles.   Some us had brought along 

some  “ancient” jumpers”—e.g. Sue Knudsen had knitted a Fair isle jumper for Ross in 

about 1982 with a Patton's pattern. Jill wore her  pink cardigan knitted about 30 years 

ago—she calls it her a “dinosaur cardigan” because of the bobbles on the spine.       

However she enjoyed knitting it and it still looks very fashionable! 
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Star Gazing       Ross Knudsen 

The continuing southern latitudes weather has not provided any stargazing opportunities on our scheduled 

sessions during this semester. Unfortunately, opportunities have not coincided with ideal viewing times. I 

thank my participants for remaining committed to Stargazing although we have not had a successful night. The 

vagaries of the south.  

I have, however, been providing my Stargazers with snippets of information relating to our closest celestial 

neighbours – the Moon and Sun. On two occasions during September and early October, the Moon was        

accompanied by a stunning halo. The ‘lunar halo’ is more a weather-related phenomenon than celestial. The 

lunar halo is caused by refraction of the moonlight through a layer of hexagonal ice crystals in the high-level 

cirrus and cirrostratus cloud. The halo is quite prominent due to the density of the crystals. The  accompanying 

photo is quite striking, and the streaks of cloud provide darker and lighter areas in the  image. The lunar halo 

in October was fainter than September. 

I continue to observe the sun through my telescope. It is fascinating to observe sunspot activity. Sunspots are 

now starting to appear after a period of no sunspots at all. Sunspots work on an eleven-year cycle and the new 

cycle has begun, predicted to culminate between 2023 and 2026. The sun’s poles performed a  reversal in 2020 

and the sunspots have been slow to react. It’s part of the cycle and by no means unusual. The spots are cooler 

areas on the sun’s photosphere – areas of high magnetically charged zones. 

What does this mean for us Earthlings? It has an influence on our weather albeit in a small way. The  sunspots 

are indicative of what’s occurring within the Sun. As the Sun’s activity increases, so do the sunspots. The Sun’s 

activity has influences observed on Earth – it is not the sunspots. The sunspots do, however, affect the amount 

of light reaching Earth, reducing the amount by about .1%. 

I acknowledge and thank Denise Leembruggen for permission to use the Lunar Halo image.       Spectacular! 

The photo of the sun is captured using a daylight filter on my telescope. A cluster of spots is visible to the top 

left of the sun’s disc and a couple of smaller ones across the middle. To provide some perspective of size, the 

individual spots are roughly the size of Earth. The image lacks clarity due to looking through high cloud. 
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Monday’s Walk and Talk Group                           Mary Kerr 

Our Monday morning walk takes in some of the best of Port Fairy. We walk through Southcombe Park 
past the wetlands up to the Passage where we often pause and just look at the sea. Of course this view 
is different every week. We then continue, often stopping to check on the swans when they are 

nesting, to the wharf and then into town for coffee. 

Our group continued throughout winter even during July when most of 
the other groups had a break. Of course, due to members being away 
and at times unwell, our numbers varied each week. While admittedly 
we sometimes had to brave fierce winds and rain, we all felt better for 
the exercise and the chat over coffee afterwards. A great way to start 
the week. 

Classic Literature Group  Mary Kerr 

What an interesting year we have had             
discussing an eclectic mix of both  contemporary and the more classical        
literature. Our choices have ranged from The Plague, The Catcher in The Rye, 
Huckleberry Finn, Catch 22, The Sound of One Hand Clapping and Regenera-
tion while in November we will investigate The Quiet American.  

Our discussions have been lively and so informative. We have sometimes had 
similar reactions to the novel we have been reading while at other times we 
have disagreed on a book’s merits.  My fellow members have stunned me with 
their insight into the language used, their interpretations of what the writers 
have been trying to convey and their appreciation of such great works.  

Hatha Yoga.                              Agnimurti Walker 

An enthusiastic group of yogis has been meeting at the RSL hall this semester. 

We have been studying a traditional Indian text on Hatha Yoga called the Gheranda Samita. 

The Yoga taught in the Ghernda Samhita has seven qualities or attainments. 

1. Purity is achieved through cleansing practices 

 Firmness is achieved through yoga poses or exercises. 

 Stability is achieved through mudras, attitudes or posture of the body 

 Patience Is achieved through internalising the mind away from the senses. 

 Lightness is achieved through breathing practices. 

 Inner perception Is achieved through meditation. 

 Non attachment is achieved through self-knowledge 

Not just physical exercise and the body doesn’t have to be        
contorted into knots. We learned a little of the ancient Indian   
language of Sanskrit and a little Indian philosophy. Balance, 
strength and flexibility have improved through traditional yoga 
postures and breath control and perception have been            
developed. The most popular practice is relaxation. 

There is no pain or strain in yoga and it is accessible for all. The 
learning is relaxed and fun. 



 

History of Port Fairy                                                     Judith Kershaw 

 

HAVE YOU HEARD OF THESE PORT FAIRY PEOPLE? 

Lady Millie Peacock – First woman member of the Victorian Parliament. 

 Millie Holden was born on her father’s property at East Framlingham in 1870. When she was aged two, her  
father accepted a business manager’s position in Port Fairy and the family lived in the town for many years. 
Millie met Alexander Peacock in 1899 at a conference in Port Fairy when four delegates were billeted at the 
Holden family home. The couple was married on 1 January 1901. They lived 
in Creswick but remained childless.  

Sir Alexander Peacock was a member of the Victorian legislative Assembly for 
44 years. He held various ministerial portfolios, was Premier on three         
occasions, and was elected Speaker in 1928, a position he held until his death 
in 1933. Lady Millie Peacock always supported her husband in his political 
campaigns and often made speeches on his behalf.  

When her husband died, a young Robert Menzies approached Lady Millie to 
stand for her husband’s seat, which she did reluctantly. At this time women 
had been able to stand for Parliament for ten years, but none had been   
elected. Aged 63, Lady Millie Peacock was sworn in, having won by over 
1,500 votes. 

She made only one speech in the Victorian Parliament, and the main debate 
she became involved in concerned whether she could wear a hat in Parliament; the law stated no hats were to 
be worn in Parliament. This rule was for men, whereas the norm for women at that time was to always cover 
the head, either with a hat or a scarf, when out in public. It turned out to be quite a conundrum. However, hats 
would not have been the only problem; there were no conveniences for women in Parliament House, and very 
few public conveniences when campaigning around the electorate. It was not acceptable for women to go into 
hotels where the unofficial politics took place after the formalities ended. Lady Millie served out her term but 
did not seek re-election. It is probably no wonder that when retiring in 1935, Lady Millie declared that 
‘representing a country electorate was really a man’s job’.  

 

 

Thomas Joseph Ryan – Queensland premier and Barrister. 

 

Thomas Ryan was born on 1 July 1876, near Port Fairy, the fifth of six children of an 
illiterate Irish labourer, Timothy Joseph Ryan, and his wife, Jane. He was educated 
at Xavier College and South Melbourne College, before graduating from Melbourne 
University with Degrees in Arts and Law. After teaching for some time, his last     
position was as second master at Rockhampton Grammar School, Thomas was   
admitted to the Queensland Bar where he practised as a solicitor and barrister. 

In 1909 he was elected Labor member in the Legislative Assembly of Queensland 
for the seat of Barcoo. After the 1912 election, he became leader of the Labor Party 
and lead the opposition between 1912 and 1915. That same year he was elected 
Premier of Queensland. Thomas Ryan served as Premier for over four years, until 
October 1919 when he entered Federal politics. 

He became the member for West Sydney in the House of Representatives and was seen as a possible future 
leader of the party. Unfortunately, Thomas Ryan died at the age of 45 in 1921.   
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Science…naturally!    John Miller 

The scourges of COVID remain with us and forced a rescheduling of 

the September talk. Joan tried valiantly to fight off the beast, but it 

was not to be. Hopefully we will hear all about algae from her at  

another time. 

John stepped into the breach and presented a talk on the updating 

of the Cliff Beauglehole plant collection and herbarium from 1968 

he is undertaking at Wyperfeld National 

Park. The herbarium currently houses over 

400 specimens collected by Cliff and the 

aim of the project now is to eventually collect specimens of all of the 620 spe-

cies that are currently known in the park. 

Plant Collecting at Wyoerfeld 

Golden Pennants 

Do you have an interest in Science? Would you love to share your 

knowledge and stimulate learning in a favourite interest of yours? Contact 

Sue Goy on  0438 217 260 to have a go in 2023.  

Textile Art with Silk Paper     Sue Knudsen 

Sericulture, otherwise called silk farming, is the process of gathering or growing silk-

worms and harvesting the cocoons for their fibre. Silk is a natural protein fibre    

produced by certain insect larvae to form cocoons. One of the proteins is called  

Sericin, this is the gum coating of the fibres that allows them to stick together. The 

shimmering appearance of silk is due to the triangular prism like structure of the 

fibre allowing the silk cloth to refract light at different angles.  

Week I: We used silk fibres that had been washed, carded, dyed or the natural     

colour. Placing the fibres in different levels and directions and brushing with a     

textile medium, then allowing the pieces created to dry they become quite stiff. The 

created pieces can be used for making journal covers,   

needle cases, used as a background for further textile/

artwork and embellished or embroidered.  

 



  

U3A Port Fairy Gallery Tours  - at the National Gallery of Victoria         

Picasso Exhibition 31st August 

That’s us above having 

lunch at the Gallery  

Tea Rooms. 

 

 And that’s us also  before 

going into the Exhibition 

 

 

The Exhibition Themes in-

cluded - 

Montmartre and Bohemian 

Life 

The Salon Cubists 

Picasso and Lam  

Art in Wartime 

Political Engagement 

Discovery of the Primitives 

The Exhibition was                  

extraordinary. It featured over 

80 works by Picasso as well as 

100 works by more than 50 of 

his  contemporaries.   

It covered  the entire NGV 

Ground level and was divided 

into two parts .We came out of 

the Exhibition in a sort of      

altered  reality. 
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Maggie & Mary 



U3A   CHOIR,  “THIRD AGE SINGERS”   ENTERTAINMENT  NEWS 
 

The U3A Committee of Management has outbid other organisations to  
secure the services of the highly sought after “Third Age Singers” at U3A's 
“ End of Year Break Up “ on 30 November, ( invitation Page 4). The Events 

Manager for the Choir advised that the decision to reject other lucrative offers was 
difficult, but the leaked catering arrangements and the prospect of repeat bookings 
swung the deal in U3A's favour. 
 
The Choir has recently engaged highly regarded pianist Eda Ritchie as accompanist for 
choir sessions and performances. Choir leader Jillian Gundermann, Eda and the choir 
members will perform the world premiere of a bracket of songs which should lift the 
spirits of everyone at the “Break Up”. CDs will unfortunately not be available in time 
for this event. 
 
The Choir will also perform at a “Garden Party” for residents 
and staff at Moyneyana House at 2pm on 7 December, with 
Christmas Carols mainly featured. Some world premiered 
songs will be secretly premiered again. 
 
DW  Publicity Manager  
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If you have a grand 

passion—why not 

share it and run a U3A 

Course………….Or try      

something completely 

new 
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We would love more of  our U3A  members 
to STEP UP and run a course. 

 

Courses needing a leader could include— 

*Bush Walking Group  

*Meditation/Mind and Body  

*Movies -  at the Regent Theatre in Port Fairy and 
occasional visits to Warrnambool Movie Theatre  

*Any type of Dancing 

*Science and environment  

 

 

 

 

 

If you have a special interest, you can run a 
course for a semester, a month, a  
couple of sessions or a single event. 

Some ideas:  

*Great Wars 

*Religions of the World 

*Great Gardens of the World 

*Australian Prime Ministers 

*Henry Lawson            *Mystery or Crime Novels 

LANGUAGE CLASSES           
ONLINE!!! 

There are a range of language 
courses available online 
through the Library Service.  
This has been recommended  
by other U3As in Victoria. 

OR….HERE’S ANOTHER OPTION 

There are Course Guides on the U3A Network site that are          

designed for people to “have a go”. They are in a sequential          

‘step-by-step’ format and prior knowledge of the topic is not    

necessary. The Course Guides are meant to be a “kick-start” and 

include a mentoring program. Some topics are : 

 Understanding Friendship in Later Life—4 to 5 weeks 

 Curious about Science—an introduction to practical science . 

5 weeks.  

Call Sue on 0438 217 260   to have a chat 
about taking a course.  
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U3A Port Fairy presents the 

     Community Bank Port Fairy 2022 Lecture Series   

                                  For October and November 

10am—11am 
                                             

 

 

All Welcome—Gold Coin Donation for Non-Members 
 ————————————— 

        

 10 November: Graham Patterson — 

Nature and History on the Coast of Western Victoria 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Change of Address—now at the RSL Hall 
4 Bank Street, Port Fairy—next door to the PF Visitors Centre 

A field naturalist, Graham has walked the length of the Victorian coastline, finishing the 

final stretch, at last, in 2018. He has written two coastal guides describing the more    

easterly shores and is now ready to share with us a selection of the stories about the    

historical sites and important places in the world of nature on our western Victorian 

coastline.    Covering the area from Point Lonsdale to the South Australian border, his 

book encompasses stories of the human history which unfolded locally, plus the rock    

formations, prolific fossil sites, bird breeding colonies, a wealth of intertidal                       

invertebrates, walking tracks and more. 

 

Books will be available  for purchase 
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Each newsletter will have a short piece with relevant information as background to the upcoming  

referendum. All information is referenced. 

What is the Constitution and how does it apply to Aboriginal Australians? 

The Constitutional document was formed in 1901 and is the supreme law of Australia. It can only be 

changed by a referendum and for a referendum to be successful it requires a ‘double majority’ – a         

nationwide majority as well as a majority of votes in the majority of states.  The Northern Territory and 

the    Australian Capital Territory are not included as they are not states.  

“The Constitution has a long-term profound effect on the direction of the nation and its laws…It is the 

‘rule book’ …. that: 

Creates power in Australian society (and so determines who can do what and to whom) 

Establishes the legitimacy of, and relationships between, people and institutions; and 

Recognises values and national aspirations” (Williams, 2021) 

During the framing of the Constitution, Aboriginal people were excluded as they were considered to be a 

dying race not expected to survive British settlement. (Williams, 2021) 

 

Although Aboriginal people had made numerous demands for greater representation since the 1840s 

when they first petitioned the Crown against their treatment, there is no record of Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander peoples being consulted in the drafting of the document that created a new nation on their 

ancestral lands. (Williams, 2021) 

Aboriginal people are referred to twice in the Constitution as follows: 

Section 127 of the 1901 Constitution states: “In reckoning the numbers of people of the Commonwealth, 

or of a State or other part of the Commonwealth, aboriginal natives shall not be counted” (Australian Con-

stitution section 127, as repealed by Constitution Alteration (Aboriginals) 1967 (Cth) section 3) 

So Aboriginal Australians were not counted as part of the population. 

Section51 (xxvi) of the 1901 Constitution, known as ‘the races power’ permitted the making of federal 

laws for “The people of any race, other than the aboriginal race in any State, for whom it is deemed     

necessary to make special laws’. (Williams, 2021) This section allowed Parliament to make laws based on 

race, aside from the Aboriginal race. 

So it prevented federal Parliament from enacting laws for Aboriginal people. Aboriginal people were                  

instead governed by specific State laws which could vary from State to State.  

1967 Referendum 

In 1967, a successful referendum achieved the following: 

• It repealed Section 127 which meant that Aboriginal people were now counted in ‘reckoning the 

numbers of people in the Commonwealth’ 

• It deleted other than the aboriginal race in any State, from Section 51(xxvi) so that federal             

Parliament, (as well as the State Parliaments) could now make laws that affected Aboriginal people. 

The power to make laws based on race still exists and now includes Aborigi-

nal people “without    indicating that the power should only be used for their 

benefit” (Williams, 2021) 

 

 



 
On September 8th, as part of our Lecture Series, 
Loren Tuck and Mikala Todd spoke about the Hycel 
Project which is currently underway at Deakin's 
Warrnambool Campus. 
 
As one of Australia's first facilities for safely testing, 
manufacturing, optimising and training in new      
hydrogen technologies, Hycel is focused on ways to 
use hydrogen rather than processes that produce it. 
 
There are four key areas: Transport, Pipelines,  
Education and Social Licence. 
 
Transport:  By optimising fuel cells and existing refuelling networks they are developing ways to  
transition the heavy transport industry from diesel to hydrogen. In particular, locally, they are   
looking at converting the existing bus fleet and dairy tankers, so that gradually replacement vehicles 
will run on hydrogen. 
 
Pipelines: In use now is a buried pipeline network of current pipe and joint products which enables 
first hand testing of these products. This tests hydrogen in natural gas infrastructure to safely        
decarbonise reticulated gas. 
 
Education: By increasing research expertise and community knowledge in hydrogen applications to 
prepare Australians for the jobs and opportunities of the future. Loren and Mikala are visiting 
schools and other interested groups to spread the word. 
 
Social Licence: Supporting the development and application of safety standards to build community 
awareness, acceptance and trust in a regulated hydrogen industry. 
 
Report—Sue Goy 
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It is widely believed that the 1967 referendum gave Aboriginal people the right to vote but that is         

incorrect. 

Soon after the Constitution came into force, in 1902, Parliament 

passed a law setting out who could vote in federal elections. The law 

effectively denied Aboriginal people the right to vote in federal      

elections until 1962 and then not fully until 1983 when it became  

compulsory for indigenous people to enrol and vote as it was for other 

Australians. (Williams, 2021) 

The 1967 referendum removed discriminatory references to Aboriginal 

people but did not insert anything to recognise the historical and   

contemporary place of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Australi-

ans.  

Next Newsletter: Why is constitutional recognition important to Aboriginal Australians? 

References: 

Megan Davis & George Williams, Everything You Need to Know About the Uluru Statement of the Heart. 

New South  Publishing, Sydney 2021 p: 2, 23, 32, 26, 35, 32. 

Australian Constitution section 51(xxvi), later amended by Constitution Alteration (Aboriginals) 1967. 

LECTURE SERIES  - Hycel Technology Hub: Deakin University 
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What’s Your Favourite Tree?            Carolyn  Crowe 

You may have recently watched on the ABC, Australia’s Favourite Tree and their selection of the    

winner, based on their specific criteria was the Mountain Ash.  Following the program, an online poll 

was opened for everyone to vote for their favourite tree, with no specific criteria.  The winner was the 

River Red Gum with over 18% of the votes.  Coming in 4th was the Moreton Bay fig.  Many of the fa-

vourite trees voted in the top ten are not suited to growing in our flat, windy and salty conditions –  

snow gum, ghost gum, boab, karri, flame tree. 

Your favourite tree might be associated with its size, beauty, colour, adaptation to weather, environ-

mental and ecological value, social reasons, historic importance or associated personal memories.   

My favourite Australian native tree Port Fairy is the Moreton Bay fig at Hanley House in Sackville 

Street next to Seacombe House.  This Ficus macrophylla is believed to have been planted in about 1885-

1890. 

Many wedding photos have been taken under it, but my connection to it is different.  In Port Fairy, on 
New Year’s Eve, every year of my childhood, my family parked on the street near this tree to watch the 
Moyneyana New Year’s Eve street parade so this tree holds lots of fond memories for me. 
 
A close second is the Agonis on the wharf which is home to the Night Herons.  I cannot walk around the 
wharf area without checking out this day time home for the herons.  It is common for me to bring this 
to the attention of any visitors walking nearby. 
 
I would love to have a Lemon scented gum (Corymbia citriodora) or a Silver princess (Eucalyptus caesia) 
in my backyard but a very wise and knowledgeable local nursery owner advised me against it as they 
are unsuitable for our exposed garden and soil type.  I secretly bought a corymbia at another nursery 
and it died within a year! 
 
Check out your local native trees, they are magnificent survivors.  
 

Want to try the ABC quiz ? Paste this link to have a go.  
 

https://www.abc.net.au/news/

science/2022-08-06/australian-

native-trees-quiz/101282652?

utm_campaign=abc_news_web&

utm_content=link&utm_medium



My Town                           Marjorie Raetz 

After fifty years of traversing this vast continent as the spouse of an itinerant miner and well before the  

FIFO phenomenon; I find myself back in the region of my childhood. My farming ancestors had settled 

in the Western District and our family always holidayed on the South West Coast of Victoria. Whilst 

driving there in the packed Holden car full of siblings we all conspired to be the first to ‘see the sea’. 

Then ten years ago I declared ‘enough’  of the peripatetic lifestyle that had thus far included nearly  

every capital city in Australia and many mining towns in the tropics, the desert and the outback. I was 

also  remembering the excitement of the first view of the sea in that family station wagon full of kids! 

It took a while to notice some of the particular attributes of our new home in Port Fairy. A whitebellied 

sea eagle flew past one day and my interest was piqued. 

The crested terns are a constant presence and a delight to see as they take off en masse and wheel,    

circle and tumble with the wind and the sky becomes a moving, speckled vision. They rest                     

intermittently on the rocky basalt reefs just offshore with their crested heads facing in unison away 

from the prevailing wind. Bird behaviour with the vast Southern Ocean as a backdrop is a drama in    

itself, all species vying for some space! Now that is a contradiction in terms! 

Pacific gulls and gannets out to sea dive headfirst into the water from great heights, a kamikaze method 

which seems to be quite a successful form of fishing. Smaller shorebirds come and go also, sanderlings 

and sandpipers and other visitors on the migratory highway. I have seen pairs of double banded plov-

ers, hooded plovers and red capped plovers all in one sighting. Pied and sooty oystercatchers wing their 

way home in the dusk after a day feeding on local beaches.  

It is also the incongruities of birds out of their normal territory that are of special interest. The pairs of 

ducks that often cruise around on calm waters at Pea Soup Beach, the elegant greater egret that       

regularly visits and wades quietly and deliberately in the low tides on the reef margins. Pelicans drop by 

and feed, also white faced herons and the ubiquitous ibis.  

There has also been the occasional visitation to Pea Soup Beach of the brood of young cygnets that 

have been raised at Russell Clarke Reserve. An annual event, the new family manages to cross a busy 

road and find their way to the sea where they spend most of the day in the calm shallows; feeding or 

delousing?  

There are many other wonderful birds coexisting in our town. Nankeen night herons on the wharf,  

Royal and Yellow billed spoonbills, cormorants, darters on the Moyne River, waterbirds in the wetland 

reserves, Latham’s Snipe at Powling Street wetlands and the shearwaters on Griffiths Island. Woodland 

birds frequent our fringing bushland and gardens. But it is the pristine environment of the Great   

Southern Ocean that provides for a great array of birds that never cease to amaze. 
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White faced Heron on Anna’s seat and Crested Terns, near Pea Soup Beach 



Willy Wonka is not in town but our river has turned to chocolate and you may 

have noticed that the water along East Beach has turned a most uninviting     

colour over the last month or so. 

The unfortunate truth is that the catchment of the Moyne River has been     

almost completely cleared of native vegetation and in many places stock are 

able to graze right up to the edge of the river and in some cases actually in the 

river. The red-brown sludge we see in the river and in a plume out into the bay 

is the result. 

During wetter times when the river is flowing more freely a mixture of topsoil 

from adjacent paddocks and disturbed riverbanks, stock dung, and silt from 

the floor of the Belfast Lough are mobilised and move down the river and into 

the bay. 

The reason why we see a plume of red-brown water in the bay is that the denser salt water and the 

lighter “fresh” river water do not readily mix. Walk across the causeway to Griffiths Island and you will 

see this in action. The water to the right in the Passage is salty and clear; the water to the left is 

opaque dirty river water.  

The tiny clay and manure particles in the “fresh” 

river water are negatively charged and are re-

tained in solution by repelling each other.         

Seawater, on the other hand, with its high salt  

Sodium Chloride (NaCl) content, ionises 

(separates) into positive Na ions and negative      

Cl ions. The result of this  chemistry is that the 

positive Na ions in the sea  water attract the    

negatively charged clay particles and cause them 

to clump together and become heavy enough to 

fall out of solution – a process known as            

flocculation. That is why salty water is always very 

clear and that fresh water will appear dirty       

particularly after heavy rains in a disturbed catchment. Eventually the fresh and salty water will mix, 

and the Moyne River and East Beach water will clear – until the next rainfall event. 

The tragedy is that the annual, and often more frequent, flush of dirty water could be largely avoided 

through fencing stock out of the immediate river environs and revegetation to provide a water filter 

along the banks of the whole of the Moyne River.  

Thanks for the explanation John Miller 
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Google Maps image of the almost totally cleared 

lower part of the Moyne river catchment 

  

Your input into the newsletter is welcome 

We appreciate any suggestions, 

Comments, contributions and photos to keep our newsletter     

interesting and relevant to our members. 
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 Aussie Bird Count  - October 17th—23rd. 

Celebrate National Bird Week by taking part in the biggest citizen science project to 

hit Australian shores. Register here: https://aussiebirdcount.org.au 

Photos of local birds kindly supplied by Andrew Patterson 

Singing Honeyeater 

Willy Wagtail 

                             Crimson Rosella 

             Grey Fantail 

Silvereye 

            New Holland Honeyeater 



We are including updates on the Reardon Theatre films 

as so many of our members love the Movies.  

https://www.portfairyfilmsociety.com/ 

Oct 26 Flee 

Nov 11 Where the Crawdads Sing 

Nov 18 3000 Years of Longing 

Dec 12 Ticket to Paradise 
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November 30th 4-6pm ( RSVP 10th) Christmas Party Bowls Club 

November 30th End of semester 

January 30th 2023  Enrolment Day  

 

Your input into the newsletter is welcome 
We appreciate any suggestions, comments and contributions, no matter 
how small, to keep our newsletter interesting and relevant to our  
members. 

  Connect  Learn  Socialise 

What’s on at Blarney Books 

Saturday October 22nd.  

4.30 - 5.30pm: Witches, folk tales and a Scottish Island – Eliza Henry 

Jones in conversation about her new book, “Salt and Skin” 

 

7pm – Jayne Tuttle in conversation with Port Fairy author, Jock Serong 

about her latest book, “My Sweet Guillotine” 

 

Come for both events and enjoy a light supper provided by Keik! 

                    Register at https://www.blarneybooks.com.au/ 


